
Grade 5 English Language Arts  
Week of November 23 – November 27 

 

Lesson 3: You’re the Author – Prewriting 

 

You will be revisiting the writing process as you write your second short story. 

 

Goal Setting 

Before starting on story #2, discuss with your home facilitator a writing goal.  

• What has been "going really well" with your writing?  

• How has it improved?  

• What would you like to really work on in your story #2?  

• How will you know if you've shown improvement in that goal area? 

Complete Story #2 Goal Setting before you start working on story #2. 

 

Story #2 Goal Setting 

Something I was really successful at in my Story #1 was: 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

A goal I should work on in my Story #2 is: 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

I will know I’ve achieved my goal when. 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



REMEMBER: 

If you want, you can use your descriptive writing from the first 
Unit as a jumping off point for one of your stories. For each 
story, use the planning sheets provided. 

 

If you need a refresher on the writing process, revisit 
this video: https://youtu.be/_iEi_OPve2k  

 

Look at the rubric that would be used to assess your work. Look over the the rubric again as a final 
checklist. 

 

https://youtu.be/_iEi_OPve2k
https://youtu.be/_iEi_OPve2k


Story Writing Tips 

 

Here are some story writing tips: 
https://youtu.be/OFWcSnRIAmc  

 

 

 

 

Brainstorm Story Ideas 

  
Choose the first story genre and now harness in your ideas in the prewriting phase. This is where you get 
your mental rain cloud to pour out ideas. (Did you see that metaphor!) 

Don’t worry about how it looks – just get your pen moving on the paper. There are many different 
brainstorming techniques. Read through the following pages and find what works best for you. 

Free Writing 

One way to get started is to set a timer for five to ten minutes and just start writing ideas. Have your 
topic in mind and keep your words flowing. Don't worry about spelling or grammar; the goal is to get as 
many ideas as possible down. If you can't think of what to write, just write anything that comes to mind. 
We won't use this technique this time! 

Freewriting: https://youtu.be/4O0EMX0nnl4  

 

Listing 

Write down your topic as the title. Then list as many related ideas underneath it. Write phrases or single 
words. Your list when brainstorming does not have to be in any kind of order – just list as many things as 
you can about the topic. 

 
Mind Mapping 

Put your story idea in a circle in the middle of the page. Then create branches off it and write down 
ideas. From these bigger branches, draw smaller branches with related ideas. You can use different 
colours and add images (quick sketches) to help you with the process. 

Sketcho Frenzy – Mind Map: https://youtu.be/Xfx4PIg0rpI  

https://youtu.be/OFWcSnRIAmc
https://youtu.be/OFWcSnRIAmc
https://youtu.be/4O0EMX0nnl4
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Choose how you would like to brainstorm. Next, record some ideas. What genres would you like to write 
stories for? What ideas do you have for setting? Character? The main type of conflict in each story? 

 Brainstorming  
Directions: Choose one of the brainstorming methods and 
brainstorm ideas for your story writing.  
 


